TAB it. DOT it.

This method is useful when you are reading and discussing a book for class.

TAB it

'TAB it' basically means when you are reading something make sure you have your sticky tabs handy and mark down the important things.

- Tabbing things comes in handy when you are reading to go ahead and make sure you know what is important in the text.
- Tabbing comes in handy in class when you are discussing the book you can always open up to the important things and can refer to the book.
- Tabbing comes in handy if you have to write about a book you can go back and look at the text without struggling.

Do not...

- Tab everything you see because it then becomes unimportant.
- Write questions that you know the answer to.
- Write questions that can be easily found if you keep reading.
- Use only one color of sticky tabs.

DOT it.

'DOT it' means if you see something important that triggers a question or connection write it down!

- Dotting it comes in handy when you are reading a book and have a question you can write it and see if you can get help.
- Dotting comes in handy when you are in class and you can refer to your notes for questions you have.
- Dotting it also comes in handy to see how you can personally connect to the book by finding connections.
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